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_ l O C.
The history of American radicalism requires much further
in-depth exploration. This is particularly true of the American
anarchist tradition. Ask an anarchist of today who he-she
claims as radical intellectual forebears and, depending upon if
he-she is of the left-wing or right-wing, they will reply
Bakunin-Emma Goldman-Kropotkin or Benjamin Tucker-Jos-
iah Warren-Lysander Spooner, respectively.
Interestingly, this reply would lead one to believe that
right-wing anarchism is more indigenous a part of the American
radical experience than left-wing anarchism which, based on the
work of Bakunin, Goldman, Kropotkin, Berkman would seem
more rooted in the nineteenth century European urban insurrec-
tionary tradition. Is this in any way a fair distinction? Is it at
all significant that the left-wing anarchist tradition intellectually
seems to rely so heavily upon an imported radicalism that
largely grew out of a European background? If this is true, does
it matter in any way? Of course, it also remains to be seen just
how much more "American" the right-wing or laissez-faire
anarchist tradition is.
Motivation for interest in the above relationships has greater
significance than an esoteric quibbling over historical anteced-
ents. Nor do I pose the above questions on any chauvinistic
assumption that a radical tradition that is “truly American“ is
superior to the “imported immigrant variety.” However, more
legitimately, the relationship of contemporary left-wing anar-
chism to an ongoing American radical historical experience
could be important for sorting out the bases for appeal that
may or may not exist between anarchism and various American
subcultures other than those of anarchism’s usual constituency
of counter-culture youth and fairly sophlstlcated mteillectual
radicals. In addition to concern with “to whom and for what
reasons does anarchism appeal“, there is the larger question of
accounting for the experiential roots of American anarchism.
Just how much is glib historical simplification in stressing the
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relationship between left-wing anarchism and European social-
ism and right-wing anarchism and American indiginous radic-
alism? After all, the right-wing anarchists also emphasize their
intellectual legacy from Adam Smith, Max Stirner, Nietzsche (as
did Emma Goldman), and contemporarily the Russian-bom
Ayn Rand. Left-wing anarchists affirm their interest in the
home-grown radicalism of Thoreau, Eugene iDebs, Big Bill
Haywood, and other Wobblies. The point remains, however,
that the anarcho-capitalists can legitimately “capitalize” on the
strain of individualism in native American radicalism. The
left-wing anarchists, in contrast, were most active and perhaps
most effective in this country during a period when the
Marxist-scientific socialist analysis and organizational policies
had obvious relevance to urban immigrants faced with the
horrors of the expanding factory system.
The comparativly greater knowledge of left-wing anarchism
during this particular period, the labor and unemployment
agitation of the 1880’s through the First World War, should be
no surprise. This was also probably the period when anarchism
reached the greatest number of Americans. The principal
anarchist agitators of that time are those still most well-known
to us today. However, this association of left-wing anarchism at
its height to scientific socialism should not preclude investiga-
tlon by contemporary anarchists into left-wing anarchist ante-
cedents in America prior to t 1880’s. Nor should we, as has so
often been the case. allow the judgments of European socialists
to distort our vision of many of the radical scenes in this
country prior to the European socialist impact here, particular-
ly the socialist anti-clericalism in looking at American religious"
radicalism, the oldest radical tradition in this country
Although I do not concur with the author in all of her
evaluations, a good basic work to read on anarchism prior to the
period of Anarcho-communist activity is Eunice Schuster’s
Native American Anarchism: A Study of Left-wing Anarchist
Individualism. Schuster’s main point, with which I agree, is
that the demise of the left-wing anarchist individualist tradition
is in large part owing to its non-class-conscious appeal at a time
when the industrial-labor situation increasingly required self-
conscious immigrant labor spokespeople and organizations. In
spite of this limitation, native American anarchists, like the
Anarcho-communists of European background, “assailed the



same evils, but in a different manner, and aimed at the same
theoretical objective, but proposed to arrive there by different
routes," according to Schuster. She further believes there is a
valid analogy to be made between Anne Hutchinsons’s judg-
ment and expulsion at the hands of her Massachusetts Bay
Colony inquisitors and the treatment which Emma Goldman
suffered from the US government nwrly three hundred Years
later.
The crucial period to. consider in the relationship of the two
main strands which create American anarchism, native Amen-
can left-wing individualism and Anarcho-communism ( later
Anarcho-syndicalism), is the 1%0’s through the First World
War. Not only was this the time of greatest immigrant labor
activity and Anarcho-communist growth and agitation, but
was also the scene of the left-wing anarchist individualist
demise. Benjamin Tucker, probably the most important popu-
larizer of the tradition, left America in 1908 and never
returned. The style of protest which he had known and many
before him, that of stern ethical judgment and verbal protest.
and a course of withdrawal from and passive non-resistance‘ to
the unethical government, had been replaced by more actlve
forms of protest, larger organized resistance, and (l.1l‘9C1l
actionism as a form of protest.
Certainly not all American left-wing anarchists left their
homeland. Among those who stayed was Voltairine de-Cleyre.
As a native American anarchist, her politics and ethical choices
had been for the most part typical of those held by left-wine
individualist anarchists of the period preceding great influence
by European socialism. She was in her early anarchism both a
pacifist and non-resistant, favoring individual solutions to
social problems t
During her early radical days she was a Thmlght 1°°l3m'er~
stressing the rights of tl'l8*lH(l1Vl(l1.l&l agamst encroachment by
larger social/political units. She so relied for inspiration upon and
was widely acquainted with the earher Amencan Repubhcan
ideals and their possible radical implications. Thomas Paine
and Thomas Jefferson and their ideals furnished subjects for
her free thought lecture.
She was thoroughly acquainted with notions of the rugged
individualism of the American frontiersman and of the indom-
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itable will of the individualist who would “move on” rather
than allow his rights to be encroached upon by neighbors or
politicians who didn’t mind their own business. She was
susceptible to the force of this image as part of the early
American experience .

aafifit her; -of religion and her turning to free
thought, her view of life was strongly tinged with a basic
religious idealism, a that the long-suffering and compas-
sionate individual “will win out, " having been supported against
the evils of materialism, conformity, and apathy by the march of
history. Consequently, a narrowly materialistic determination
of the individual could never be compatible with Voltairine
-deiCleyre’s temperament and politics. Mere desire for material
betterment would never be sufficient motivation for the
revolutionary, p-who must also basically be motivated by a

to a vision of life beyond the self.
H61‘ of _nbin-resistance as a form of protest is thoroughly
American and very rooted in her religious idealism. “N0n-res-
istnnce,“ refusal to pay unjust taxes, refusal to military
induction, refusal to participate in electoral practices of corrupt
governments is as American as apple pie and has been a
traditional form of protest adopted by such native American
radicals as Quakers, antinomians, transcendentalists, abolition-
ists, Shakers, and so many others. Underlying this stance is
the belief that the Good Mall is he who waits, who is passive,
who will not respond in kind to the wickedness and tyranny of
the Malevolent Man. Goodness is manifested in passivity.
Voltairine deCleyre‘s ideas on how radical social change can be
effected were altered drastically during her lifetime, just as the
“American System“ itself was undergoing drastic transfor-
mation. The Haymarket Square legal atrocities and subse-
quent martyrdom of several anarchists not only outraged
members of the immigrant labor population like Emma
Goldman amd Alexander Berkman, but also outraged native
American radicals who, as regards the needs of labor, had been
bred in another age. Thus, as a result of the Haymarket
incident, Voltairine deCleyre records her first recollection of
total disillusionment with the “justice” of the American legal
system.
With the passage of time, she came to feel that her emphasis



upon, the virtues of Americans bred in isolated, self-sustaining,
independent pioneer communities had little relevance to an
America whose trends in -labor were directed toward construc-
tion of huge manufacturing conglomerates. This trend made
evident the need for new radical solutions to the needs of labor.
concomitantly, she ceased to believe in the effectiveness of
lecturing, as she had in her Free Thought days, on the virtues of
the American Revolutionaries of 1776. In summary, she felt
that during the American colonial and pioneer period, the
harshness of making a life in a new land had fostered a kind of
sectarian independence jealously guarded, that being thrown
upon their own resources the settlers had been made into
well-rounded and well-balanced individuals, and that this
experience had also made strong such-social bonds as existed in
the comparative swplicity of their small communities.
But this old Golden Age had virtually disappeared and the new
reality of America, she felt, was its huge manufacturing plants,
and the terrifying and depersonalizing experience of urban
poverty and isolation. With good reason Voltairine deCleyre
could testify to the latter realities in her role as English teacher
among the urban immigrant poor of Philadelphia. Amid
material conditions of utter deprivation, she, was forced to
choose teaching as her only means of subsistence. lGoldman.
Living My Life, vol. 2, p. 504).
In her social activist vision of a transformed future, there was a
constructive transition made in her thinking that mirrored her
analysis of her country’s changes. Voltairine de-Cleyre did not -
as many individualist anarchists did and continue to do - posit
as a solution the restoration of that state of pioneer sovereign
individuality. (Modern anarcho-capitalists behave as if they
believed money, “running your own little capitalist enterprise“,
has the power of bringing back the golden days of the Great
American Individual, as if the frontier had never disappeared.)
Instead, she felt “...the great manufacturing plants will break
up, population will go after the fragments, and there will be
seen not indeed the hard self-sustaining, isolated pioneer
communities of early America, but thousands of small com-
munities stretching along the lines of transportation, each
producing very largely for its own needs, able to rely upon
itself, and therefore able to be independent." (p. 134, Selected
Writings of Voltairine deCleyre). Is this not similar in some

respects to what many anarchists are now attempting by
decentralizing new technologies, alternate energy and food
production systems. to make smaller neighborhood areas more
nearly autonomous by means of cooperation among the
neighborhood residents‘? The result of her thinking, thus,
pointed neither to resurrection of the ideal of isolated frontier
individualism. nor to the faceless bureaucracy of State Social-
ISl'|l.

Toward the end ofA her life, Voltairine deCleyre came to accept
“direct actionism” as a form of public protest, thus obviously
revising her earlier stance of pacifist non-resistance. Even after
her acceptance of direct actionism, Voltairine deCleyre, unlike
Emma Goldman, could not approve of advising anyone to do
anything “involving a risk to herself,” since each individual can
only assume such great responsibility over their own lives
ultmtately; she nonetheless declared that the “spirit which

Emma Goldman is the only one which will emancipate
the slave from his slavery, the tyrant from his tyranny - the
spirit which is willing to dare and suffer.” (pp. 9-10, Hippolyte
Havel's introduction to Selected Writings of Voltairine deCleyre
In 1894, with such words as the above, she greeted the
unemployed of Philadelphia as stand-in for Emma Goldman
who had been arrested a few hours earlier for her expropriation
speech to unemployed New York workers the previous night.
Thus, Voltairine de Cleyre legit her support to the expropriation
oi private property, a far cry from the traditional individualist
anarchist stance on the sanctity of private property.
In her ideals at least, Voltairine deCleyre made a constructive
transition from a style of fairly narrow left-wing individualist
anarchism to an anarchism more attuned to the evolving
economic realities of an expanding industrial age. However, it
-would be false to assume that she made her way to an
acceptance of what in her time was called Anarchist Commun-
ism, Bakuninist Anarchism.
Faith in individual awareness as the crucial factor in the
molding of the social/political/economic environment is, and
always has been, a major emphasis in native American
radicalism. Voltairine deCleyre was able to make the cognitive
leap from the narrow, frontierist conception of individuality to
an understanding of the breadth of individuality in its more
complex social context, and thence to direct actionism and
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expropriative rights and their implications. However, it is
significant that in her essay on her close friend and co-worker,
Dyer D. Lum, who was largely responsible for convincing her of
the correctness of direct actionism, she stresses his belief in
transcendence ‘as the most basic positive force in individual
development, rather than his labor agitational activities. Her
insistence that individual consciousness must accompany social
development and change is a synthesis with no less validity for
anarchists today. As Voltairine deCleyre affirmed: The free and
spontaneous inner life of the individual the Anarchists have
regarded as the source of greatest pleasure and also of progress
itself, or as some would prefer to say, social change. (p. 186,
Selected Writings of Voltairine deCleyre).
The following is taken from the Selected Writings of Voltairine
deCleyre, edited by Alexander Barman for Mother Earth
Publishing in 1914.

I
“Here was one guard, and here was the other at this end; I was
here opposite the gate. You know those problems in geometry of
the hare and the hounds - they never run straight, but always in a
curve, so, see? And the guard was no smarter than the dogs; if he
had run straight he would have caught me."
It was Peter Kropotkin telling of his escape from the

"Petro-Paulovsky fortress. Three crumbs on the table marked the
relative position of the outwitted guards and the fugitive
prisoner; the speaker had broken them from the bread on which
he was lunching and dropped them on the table with an amused
smile. The suggested triangle had been the starting-point of the
life-long exile of the greatest man, save Tolstoy alone, that
Russia has produced; from that moment began the many foreign
wanderings and the taking of the simple, love-given title
"Comrade," for which he had abandoned the “Prince,” which he
despises.
We were three together in the plain little home of a London
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workingman - Will Wess, a one-time shoemaker - Kropotkin, and
I. We had our “tea” in homely English fashion, with thin slices of
buttered bread; and we talked of things nearest our hearts,
which, whenever two or three Anarchists are gathered together,
means present evidences of the growth of liberty and what our
comrades are doing in all lands. And as what they do and say
often leads them into prisons, the talk had naturally fallen upon
Kropotkin’s experience and his daring escape, for which the
Russian government is chagrined unto this day  
Presently the old man glanced at the time and jumped briskly to
his feet: “I am late. Good-by, Voltairine; good-by, Will. Is this
the way to the kitchen? I must say good-by to Mrs. Turner and
Lizzie." And out to the kitchen he went, unwilling, late though
he was, to leave without a hand-clasp to those who had so much
as washed a dish for him. Such is Kropotkin, a man whose
personality is felt more than any other in the Anarchist
movement - at once the gentlest, the most kindly, and the most
invincible of men. Communist as well as Anarchist, his very
heart-beats are rhythmic with the great common pulse of work
and life.
Communist am not I, though my father was, and his father
before him during the stirring times of ‘48, which is probably
the remote reason for my opposition to things as they are: at
bottom convictions are mostly temperamental. And if pl sought
to explain myself on other grounds, I should be a bewildering
error in logic; for by early influences and education I should have
been a nun, and spent my life glorifying Authority in its most
concentrated form, as some of my schoolmates are doing at this
hour within the mission houses of the Order of the Holy Names of
Jesus and Mary. But the old ancestral spirit of rebellion asserted
itself while I was yet fourteen, a schoolgirl at the Convent of Our
Lady of Lake Huron, at Sarnis, Ontario. How I pity myself now,
when I remember it, poor lonesome little soul, battling solitary in
the murk of religious superstition, unable to believe and yet in
hourly fear of damnation, hot, savage, and eternal, if I do not
instantly confess and profess! How well I recall the bitter energy
with which I repelled my teacher’s enjoinder, when I told her that
I did not wish to apologize for an adjudged fault, as I could not
see that I had been wrong, and would not feel my words. “It is
not necessary,” said she, “that we should feel what we say. but it
is always necessary that we obey our superiors.” “I will not lie,"



I answered hotly, and at the same time trembled lest my
disobedience had finally consigned me to torment!
I struggled my way out at last, and was a freethinker when I left
the institution, three years later, though I had never seen a book
or heard a word to help me in my loneliness. It had been like the
Valley of the Shadow of Death, and there are white scars on my
soul yet, where Ignorance and Superstition burnt me with their
hell-fire in those stifling days. Am I blasphemous? It is their
word, not mine. Beside that battle of my young days all others
have been easy, for whatever was without, within my own Will
was supreme. It has owed no allegiance, and never shall; it has
moved steadily in one direction, the knowledge and the assertion
of its own liberty, with all the responsibility falling thereon.
This, I am sure, is the ultimate reason for my acceptance of
Anarchism, though the specific occasion which ripened ten-
dencies to definition was the affair of 1886-87, when five innocent
men were hanzed in Chicano for the act of one zuiltv who still
remains unknown. Till then I believed in the essential ]USl3lC€ of
the American law and trial by jury. After that I never could. The
infamy of that trial has passed into history, and the question it
awakened asto the possibility of justice under law has passed
into clamorous crying across the world. With this question
fighting for a hearing at a time when, young and ardent, all
questions were pressing with a force which later life would in vain
hear again, I chanced to hear a Paine Memorial Convention in an
out-of-the-way corner of the earth among the mountains and the
snow-drifts of Pennsylvania. I was a freethought lecturer at the
time, and had spoken in the afternoon on the lifework of Paine; in
the evening I sat in the audience to hear Clarence Darrow deliver
an address on Socialism. It was my first introduction to any plan
for bettering the condition of the working-classes which
furnished some explanation of the course of economic develop-
ment, I ran to it as one who has been turning about in darkness
runs to the light. I smile now at how quickly I adopted the label
“Socialist” and how quickly I cast it aside. Let no one follow my
example; but I was young. Six weeks later I was punished for my
rashness, when I attempted to argue for my faith with a little
Russian Jew, named Mozersky, at a debating club in Pittsburgh.
He was an Anarchist, and a bit of a Socrates. He questioned me
into all kinds of holes, from which I extricated myself most
awkwardly, only to flounder into others he had smilingly dug

while I was getting out of the first ones. The necessity of a better
foundation became apparent: hence began a course of study in
the principles of sociology and of modern Socialism and
Anarchism as presented in their regular joumals. It was
Benjarnm Tucker’s Liberty, the exponent of Individualist
AI1&l‘Cl'LlSII'1, wluch finally convinced me that “Liberty is not the
Daughter but the Mother of Order. ” And though I no longer hold
the “particular economic gospel advocated by Tucker, the
doctrine of Anarchism itself, as then conceived, has but
broadened, deepened, and intensified itself with years.
To those unfamiliar with the movement. the various terms are
°°nfi15in8- Anarchism if», truth, a sort of Protestantism,
prhose adherents are a unit 1n the great essential belief that an
orms of external authomty must d1sappear to be replaced by

?91f'¢°111'»1‘0l Only, but variously divided in our conception of the
orm of future socrety. Indwnduahsm supposes pnvate property

to be the cornerstone of personal freedom; asserts, 11131; sud-,
property should consist in the absolute possession of one’s own
product and of such share of the natural heritage of all as one
may actually use. Communist-Anarchism, on the other hand,
declares that such property is both unrealizable and undesirable;
that the common posswsion and use of all the natural sources
and means of social production can alone guarantee the
individual against a recurrence of inequality and its attendants,
government and slavery. My personal conviction is that both
forms of society, as well as many intermediations, would, in the-
absence of government, be tried in variou: localities, according
to the instincts and material condition of the people, but that
well founded objections may be offered to both. Liberty and
experiment alone can determine the best forms of society.
Therefore I no longer label myself otherwise than as “Anarchist "
simply.
I would not, however, have the world think that I am an
“Anarchist by trade. " Outsiders have some very curious 11()\ji()n5
about us, one of them being that Anarchists never work. On the
contrary, Anarchists are nearly always poor, and it is only the
rich who live without work. Not only this. but it is our belief that
every healthy human being will, by the laws of his own activity.
choose to work, though certainly not as now, for at present there
is httle opportunity for one to find his true vocation. Thus I. who
1n freedom would have selected otherwise. am a teacher of
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language. Some twelve years since, being in Philadelphia and
without employment, I accepted the proposition of a small group
of Russian Jewish factory workers to form an evening class in the
common English branches. I know well enough that behind the
desire to help me to make a living lay the wish that I might thus
take part in the propaganda of our common cause. But the
incidental became once more the principal, and a teacher of
working men and women I have remained from that day. In
those twelve years that I have lived and loved and worked with
foreign Jews I have taught over a thousand, and found them. as a
rule, the brightest, the most persistent and sacrificing students.
and in youth dreamers of social ideals. While the “ intelligent
American" has been cursing him as the “ignorant foreigner,“
while the short-sighted working man has been making life for the
“sheeny” as intolerable as possible, silent and patient the
despised man has worked his way against it all. I have myself seen
such genuine heroism in the cause of education practiced by girls
and boys, and even by men and women with families, as would
pass the limits of belief to the ordinary. Cold, starvation,
self-isolation, all endured foryears inorder toobtain the means for
study; and, worse than all, exhaustion of body even to emaciation
- this is common. Yet in the midstofall this, so fervent is the social
imagination of the young that most of them find time besides to
visit the various clubs and societies where radical thought is
discussed, and sooner or later ally themselves either with the
Socialist Sections, the Liberal Leagues, the Single Tax Clubs, or
the Anarchist Groups. The greatest Socialist daily in America is
the Jewish Vorwaerts, and the most active and competent
practical workers are Jews. So they are among the Anarchists.
I am no propagandist at all costs, or I would leave the story here;
but the truth compels me to add that as the years pass and the
gradual filtration and absorption of successful professionals, the
golden mist of enthusiasm vanishes, and the old teacher must
turn for comradeship to the new youth, who still press forward
with burning eyes, seeing what is lost forever to those whom
common success has satisfied and stupified. It brings tears
sometimes, but as Kropotkin says, “Let them go; we have had
the best of them. " After all, who are the really old?
Those who wear out in faith and energy, and take to easy chairs

and soft living; not Kropotkin, with his sixty years upon him,
who has bright eyes and the eager interest of a little child; not
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fiery John Most, “the old warhorse of the revolution,” unbroken
after his ten years of imprisonment in Europe and America; not
grey-haired Louise Michel, with the aurora of the morning still
shining in her keen look which peers from behind the barred
memories of New Caledonia ; not Dyer D. Lum, who still smiles
in his grave, I think; nor Tucker, nor Turner, nor Theresa
Clairmunt, nor Jean Grave - not these. I have met them all, and
felt the springing life pulsating through heart and hand, joyous,
ardent, leaping into action. Not such are the old, but your young.
heart that goes bankrupt in social hope, dry-rotting in this stale
and purposeless society. Would you always be young? Then be
an Anarcmst, and live with the faith of hope, though you be old.
I doubt if any other hope has the power to keep the fire alight as I
saw it in 1897, when we met the Spanish exiles released from the
foreress of Montjuich. Ccomparatively few persons in America
ever knew the story of that torture, though we distributed fifty
thousand copies of the letters smuggled from the prison. and
some few newspapers did reprint them. They were the letters of
men incarcerated on mere suspicion for the crime of an unknown
person, and subjected to tortures the bare mention of which
makes one shudder. Their nails were torn out, their heads
compressed in metal caps, the most sensitive portions of the
body twisted between guitar strings, their flesh burned with red
hot irons; they had been fed on salt codfish after days of
starvation, and refused water; Juan Olle, a boy nineteen years
old, had gone mad; another had confessed to something he had
never done and knew nothing of. This is no horrible imagination.
I who write have myself shaken some of those scarred hands.
Indiscriminately, four hundred people of all sorts of beliefs -
Republicans, trade unionists, Socialists, Free Masons, as well as
Anarchists - had been cast into dungeons and tortured in the
infamous “zero.” Is it a wonder that most of them came out
Anarchists? There were twenty-eight in the first lot that we met
at Euston Station that August afternoon, homeless wanderers in
the whirlpool of London, released without trial after months of
imprisonment, and ordered to leave Spain in forty-eight hours!
They had left it, singing their prison songs; and still across their
dark and sorrowful eyes one could see the eternal Maytime
bloom. They drifted away to South America chiefly, where four
or five new Anarchist papers have since arisen, and several
colonizing experiments along Anarchist lines are being tried. So



tyrannny defeats itself, and the exile becomes the seed-sower of
the revolution.
And not only to the heretofore unaroused does he bring
awakening, but the entire character of the world movement is
modified by this circulation of the comrades of all nations among
themselves. Originally the American movement, the native
creation which arose with Josiah Warren in 1829. was purely
individualist; the student of economy will easily understand the
material and historical causes for such development. But within
the last twenty years the communist idea has made great
progress owing primarily to that concentration in capitalist
production whichhas driven the American workingmen to grasp
at the idea of solidarity, and, secondly, the the expulsion of
active communist propagandists from Europe. Again, another
change has come within the last ten years. Til then the
application of the idea was chiefly narrowed to industrial
matters, and the economic schools mutually denounced each
other; today a large and genial tolerance is growing. The
younger generation recognizes the immense sweep of the idea
through all the rwlms of art, science, literature, education, sex
relations, and morality, as well as social economy, and
welcomes the accession to the ranks of those who struggle to
realize the free life, no matter in what field. For this is what
Anarchism finally means, the whole unchaining of life after two
thousand years of Christian asceticism and hypocrisy.
Apart from the question of ideals, there is the question of
method. “How do you propose to get all this?" is the question
most frequently asked us. The same modification has taken
place here. Formerly there were “Quakers” and “Revolution-
ists"; so there are still. But while they neither thought well of
the other, now both have learned that each has his own use in the
great play of world forces. No man is in himself a unit, and in
every soul Jove still makes war on Christ. Nevertheless, the
spirit of peace grows; and while it would be idle to say that
Anarchists in general believe that any of the great industrial
problems will be solved without the use of force it would be
equally idle to suppose that they consider force itself a desirable
thing, or that it furnishes a final solution to any problem. From
peaceful experiment alone can come final solution, and that the
advocates of force know and believe as well as the Tolstoyans.
Only they think that the present -tyrannies provoke resistance.
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The spread of Tolstoy’s “War and Peace” and “The Slavery of
Our Times,” and the growth of numerous Tolstoy clubs having
for their purpose the dissemination of the literature of
non-resistance, is and evidence that many receive the idea that it
is easier to conquer war with peace. I am one of these. I can see no
end of retaliation unless someone ceases to retaliate. But let no
one mistake this for servile submission or meek abnegation; my
right shall be asserted no matter at what cost to me, and none
shall trench upon it without my protest.
Good-natured satirists often remark that “the best way to cure
an Anarchist is to give him a fortune." Substituting “corrupt”
for “cure,” I would subscribe to this; and believing myself to be
no better than the rest of mortals, I earnestly hope that as so far
it has been my lot to work, and work hard, and for no furtune, so I
may continue to the end; for let me keep the integrity of my soul,
with all the limitations of my material conditions, rather than
become the spineless and ideal-less creation of material needs.
My reward is that I live with the young; I keep step with my
comrades; I shall die in the harness with my face to the east - the

East and the Light.
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